This paper presents a brief overview of some of the more recent advances in steady aerodynamic shape-design sensitivity analysis and optimization, based on advanced computational fluid dynamics.
Abstract
differentiatedafterdiscretization. The discreteappro_chmayalsobe castin eithera direct or anadjoint formulation, andthe readershouldrefer to Hou et al.l for a comprehensive presentationof both discreteformulations.For more detailedrecent discussionsof the continuousapproachesto aerodynamicdesign optimization, the interestedreader is directed,for example, to Refs.2-6 for the adjointformulationandto Refs.7 and 8 for the directformulation.
The task of constructingexactly or analytically all of the requiredlinearizationsand derivativesby handfor eitherthe discreteor continuousapproachandthen buildingthe software for evaluating these terms can be ex_emely tedious. This problem is compounded by the inclusionof eventhe most elementaryturbulencemodel(for viscous flow) or the useof a sophisticatedgrid generation packagefor adapting(or regenerating) the computational mesh to the latest design.A promising possible solution to this problem, however, has been found in the use ota techniqueknown as automatic differentiation.Application of this techniqueto an existingsourcecode,that evaluates outputfunctions,automaticallygenerates anothersourcecodethat evaluatesboth output functions and derivativesof those functions with respect to specified code input or internal parameters. One such precompilersoftware tool, called ADIFOR (Automatic Differentiationof FORtran,Bischofet al.911), hasbeendevelopedandutilized with much successto obtain complex derivatives,from advancedcomputational fluid dynamics (CFD) and grid generationcodes, for use within i aerodynamicdesign optimization procedures 1218. Theuseof ADIFOR producescode_hat,whenexecuted, evaluatesthese derivativesof the outputfunctionsvia a discrete-direct approach, referredto asforward- Details concerning the use of these sensitivity-analysis results for design optimization may be found in the cited literature.
Two-Dimensional Examples
The first example is an application of discrete-direct sensitivity analysis for a fourelement, high-lift airfoil system. This system is corriposed of a main airfoil that carries most of the load, a leading-edge slat that aligns the flc_w onto the main airfoil, a main flap that provides camber for the high-lift system, and avane that controls the flow off the main airfoil and onto the main flap. The unstructured Euler mesh for this geometrically complex configuration is shown in Fig. l(a) Fig. 2(a) . Contours of nondimensional pressure in the initial flow field at a Math number of 0.6 and at zero incidence are illustrated in Fig. 2(b a "shock-like" structure ( Fig. 2(c) ), located between the two elements at the (front) sonic line of the real flow (Fig 2(b) ). This costate colaponent also exhibits "wake-like" structures emerging from the leading edges of both elements. The costate-variable components, such as that shown in Fig. 2(c Fig. 4(a) , which depicts the convergence histories of rigid-wing aerodynamic analysis, aero-structural analysis, and aero-structural analysis trimmed to the _gid wing lift using the flow angle of attack.
Considerable elastic deflection at transonic flow conditions for the untrimmed aero-structural analysis is shown in Fig. 4(b 
